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Thlr_i_pur _ems the suppresd_ d tbe vibration d a large fles_ie robot bY in_ for_ d a
small robot _falcb is located althe lip d tl_ large robot A ¢ontrotl_ for generatlng damping forces to a
large robot is designed based on the two lime male model. The contml_ does not need to calculate the
quad-aeady-mre variables and is efficient in computation. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the
inertial forces and the controller designed.
L INTRODUCTION
The desiretoimprovemanipulatorarm performancehasleadtodesignswithlighterarm structures.
A light elastic structure responds to motion or disturbances with undetirab]e vibration, which must be
either actively or p_slvely damped before most manipulation tasks can be completed. A number of
researchen have explored mively damp'ragthe vibrationswith the joint, of the flexible arm. [1.2,3] Wl_e
this can be very eff_ it requires high bandwidth serve control of the joints, with actuator bandwidth
exceeding the w'orational frequcuclcs to beclamped.
This paper considers an alternative active control approach that is useful when additional degrees of
freedom are available at the tip of the arm. In particular, we consider a small arm mounted on the end of
a larger arm. This configuration is representative of proposed space manipulators and of bracing
manipulators under study in several laboratories [4]. The small arm is used in this study to generate
inertial forces on the large arm to cancel large arm vibrations. It is easier to provide high bandwidth
actuators for a small arm than for a large arm. The large arm's function is to provide a base for the small
arm,bringin8 thetaskintothesmallarm'swork space.Highlyaccuratemotionisnot neededforthe
largearm, and providingitsolelyforactivevibrationcontrolisa major compromise incostand
complexity.Infact,thelargearm couldbe broughttopositionagainstamechanicalstop,ormoved witha
very simple on-off or opea loop control
This study involves simulation of a physical system for which later experiments are planned. The
large arm, designated RALF (Robotic Arm Large and Hem'ble), is comprised of two ten foot long links
and two hydraulically actuated joints. The second joint is actuated through a parallelogram mechanism by
an actuator located near the base. Details on RALF, its modeling and ex_riments verifying its behavior
are described in [5]. The small arm, designated SAM (Small Articulated Manipulator), is electrically
powered and remains under construction at this time. It's three rotational joints give a spatial motion, but
only two joints are considered here. As considered here SAM's first joint, which rotates about RALF's
second link, has placed the four remaining joint axes of the system in a parallel direction and all motion
considered is coplanar.
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Figure 1 shows • large flexible robot currying • small rind robot at its tip. There are four joint
variables and infinite number of v_ration variables. The most important variables to describe the dynamic
system are four joint anSles and one v_ation variable for each fle0dble link [6]. However, in order to
study tbe effectlvuness of the iuerfial forces of a small robot, tbe angles of the large robot are assumed to





K is the stiffness matrix of the fle,m_e robot,
(z)
# is the vector of joint angles of small robot,
q is the vector of w'oration amplitudes and
U is the actuator torque vector.
The singular perturbation technique is a useful method for simplifying the equations and reducing
q - - H22 Kq - H21N@ - H22Nq + H21 u
e = -H12 Kq - HllN # - HI2N q + Hll U
(2)
where H is the inverse of mass matrix M(0,q) and subscript i and j denote the corresponding submatrix.
To make the equation (2) a standard form as in [3], the inverse of the smallest spring constant k is
selected as a perturbation parameter/J(- l/k). Then, the equation (2) can be written as following forms:
0 = - HIzZ - HI1N # - H12Nq + HIIU
#z = - KH22z - DI21N 0 - KH22Nq + DI21U
where,K - #K, z - Kq,Hij- Hi_(0J_z),andN i= N(O,)J_z,#z).
(3a)
(3b)
can be expressed as,
the order with modest reduction of model accuracy [7]. The flexible robot designed for industrial
application, could have relatively high stiffness. In this case, the reduced order models comprised of fast
and slow submodels can keep its original dynamic characteristics with uegli_'ble order of errors. The two
reduced order submodels can be obtained by"following [10,11] for the fleJn'blerobot. The equation (1)
Tk equationfor thedowmzbmodcl can be obtained by wsum_ #..0 which regards the flcz'bl¢
links as rigid. Substlt.t_/_ = 0 into the eq,_tlo. (3), we can obtain d_ fogov,_ equatiom:
- -1 .... ,  z;O)
_,. H22 (- H21Ne - H22Nq
m o e _ D
= . HlZi - HI1N $ - H1zNq + Hll 0
(4)
(s)
wSereban are used to denote (xxrreqz_c_ terms wlzm/; = 0 meaning the model dynamics are restJ_ed
to qnasi-stcady-r_te variables z. U k s -tow control t_qu= w.d_. The equation of slow sub_odcl is
olxm_ from eqmuJons (4) -,,d (5) as
;. + O) (6)
The equation (6) is the same as that of a rigid robot.
In order to obtain the equation for the fast submodel, • scaled time 1"-t/J _ h introduced. Then,
the equation (_) can be re_ as
(7)
m
where 17= z - z represents the deviation vector of the fast variables from the quasi-steady-state variables
m
z, Uf = U - U denotes fast control torque vector, and s indicates differentiation with respect to T. The
equation (7) represents the fast submodel dynamics.
3. CONTROLLER DESIGN
To stabilize the two submodeis, • composite control law is, generally, adopted [10] as
u. 5(e) + uf< )
The glow controller is used for controlling • rigid robot while the fast controller is used for forcing the fast
deviation vector to approach to zero. For the glow submodel control, most of the well developed control
laws for the r_d robot can be applied[9]. The nonlinear feedback controller is chosen as in [11].
O- N# + MII (Sd " gvli " id) " Kple ed) ) (8)
where, subscript d denotes • desired value while Kv and Kp are gain matrices.
The gain matrices should be determined to keep the time scale separation between the controller
bandwidth and lowest vibration frequency [12]. In simulation, the gains were chosen so the small rigid arm
behaves as two de,coupled joints, each with natural frequency of 6 tad/see and damping ratio of one. This
maintains • 4 to 1 separation from the lowest vibration frequency of 4 Hz.
The fast controller is usually designed _ an optima] or eigenvalue assignment control law [9,10].
However, equation (7) has tJme-varyin8 paramerters, Hence, those control laws may not guarantee the
stability of the controlled system. In addition, those controllers need the information about the quasi-
te
m
steady-state variables, z. When tbc order of the dynamic equations is large as is the complete model in
this case, the computation ofz takes up large mounts of Woccssing time and may not be realistic for real
time controL One of tbc main crltcia for the fast controller design in this research is tbc capability of real
time control. The equation (7) can be written in time t domain as
m
q = --K H22 rl + K H21 Uf
The equation (9) can be =tabglz_ by applying the fast ¢onud torques as
(9)
K As,] Of. - Kv_ .(]0)
wbcrc, g_ denotes velocity pin matrix. The matrix H21 is generally not invertablc but will be in this case.
However, the invcrsc of the matrix can be obtained using the pseudo-inverse technique. The signal, _,
used in the control ca,, be written as
-t,z=t-K_ (11)
Hence, the controller doesnot rcq.ire information aboutz and, therefore, is eft;dent in computation.It
is generally known that adding a proportional control action to the controUer can improve the
performance. One would expect to bc able to stiffen the system as weal as increase ks damping. However,
there are physical limitations like tbc torque, joint travel, and bandwidth of actuators, or the time scale
separation between controller bandwidth and the frequency of unmodelcd dynamics. The control/or
satisfying cquation (11) can relax the limitation. Thus, we design the fast controller as
Or
- -1
Uf(q) - - HZ1 K v (12a)
- T - T -1 (12b)Uf(q) = - H21 (H21 H21) KITv_l
where the equation (12b) is for the case when the matrix H21 is not invertiblc. The composite controller is
g_.==,
u. u(e) + Uf(q)
In our simulation, the equation (1.2a) is used. The elements of the gain matrix are determined by
considering the frequencies of vibration, 4 and 6 Hz, as K_vll = KI_v-_ = 20 and Kg]vl_,= Kg]v21= 0. In
order to compare the pcrfomance of the designed controller with full state feedback controller, the
following modified nonliner pole assignment control law is designed as
- " "](g fizzUf(r/) = (K H21) 11- Kfv r/' - Kfpr/) (13)
The elements of the gain matrix Kfv and _ are determined to yield two decoupled controllers each with a
natural frequency of 60 rad/sec and a damping ratio of 0.5.
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4. SIMULATION RESULTS
The control of the small maulpulatcf SAM was simulated using the three control schemes desm'bed
above. The joints of _.F, the large arm, were assumed to be locked as is represenUttive of highly geared
driv_ e¢ ,tiff hydraulic amuttact, at I l - 60 degre_ and 02 - 120 degrees. Res'alts for an initial rate of
deflection of RALF (Fig. 2, 3 and 4) with SAM in two nominal confqguratlons and for a commanded
moti_ of SAM (F'_ 5) are shown. The nominal confignrafiom of SAM are 13 = 0 and 04 = 60 degrees
c ditloa) and 03 - 10. t4 - 50 off
Fh_, the reslgm_ of the system for no active attempt to respond to vibration of RALF is shown in
F'W,.Z Thlsis called the pass/ve case. Only ($) is used tocompute tl_contro]ofSAM. Asyousee, the6
tad/see response of SAM's controller has superimposed on it the higher natural hequency of RALF at
apprmdmately 25 tad/see (4 Hz). The vibration of the bare due to RALF's dyaamles are clearly visible in
the motion of SAM's joints (Fig. 2) and in the displacement of tbe lower 0Fig. 3) and upper (Not shown)
link of RALF. Energy is slowly taken out of these vibratiotud modes by the motion of SAM as it is back
by the disturbance. No damping is included in the model of RALF. The behavior is undesirable
due to the long settling time of over 2 second&
A significant improvement in settling time of the vibration is achieved with active control of SAM in
response to the vibrations of RALF as shown in W_. 2,3 and 4. The control is computed using both (8)
and (12-a) and is referred to as deflection rate control Under active feedback of the deflection rates,
vibrations are damped in less than 1/2 the time required with pas,xlvecontrol A significant degradation is
observed for the off design angles of SAM as shown in F'_ 4. The effectiveness of this control is sensitive
to both the proper gains and the placement of SAM in a configuration to most effectively damp the
vibrations. The large excursions of joint 4 in the off design condition (Fig. 4a) render the dashed case
unacceptable. Joint torques (not shown) are also unacceptably high in this case.
An attempt to add deflection feedback to the deflection rate feedback is shown in Fig 2, labeled full
state feedback. The control incorporates (8) and (13) using a pole placement scheme. The large
excursion of SAM's joints point to difficulties predicted with this controller. The vibration of RALF is not
damped as rapidly as with the deflection rate control as can be seen from Fig. 3a-b. Other methods of
using fuIl state feedback may prove more effective in future _ch.
When SAM is given a step command in desired angle, substantial exchation of RALF's vibration
results. In Fig. 5 SAM's first joint (03) is commanded to move from 0 to 30 degrees while 04 is
commanded to move from 60 to 90 degrees. Both the pa_ve and deflection rate control complete the
mo_ in I second, characteristic of the 6 red/see natural frequency of the slow control as shown in Ftg. 5-a.
The deflection rate fast control eliminates the deflection displacement almost simultaneously with
completion of the commanded movement, however as seen in Fig. 5b and F'_ 5c.. The passive control













on the tesnlt_ of simnl_ion, the followi_ _dut_ are
I. The inertiaforcesofthesmallrobotareone oftheeHeaivewaystoeontrolthevibrationsof
the large tlc_lc robot.
2. The dynamic eClWlt_ d SAM and RALF are _on;_e_.dy simplie_dby singular pea_ln_fion
technique and haw proper time scale separation.
3. The de,tiped dampi_ control law shows 8cod performance with much less computation than
full state feedback control laws.
4. The nominal t_les of SAM affect the perfcemance of controller. The problem related to the
a:qgleawin be addressed in a furare paper.
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